ARRIVAL INFORMATION TO GUSTAVUS REX (Leppäsuonkatu 11)
From the central railwaystation:
1. Walk from the railway station to Eliel (west).
2. Walk Postikatu between the Post (K-Supermarket) and Sokos to Mannerheimintie.
3. Cross Mannerheimintie from the equestrian statue.
4. Walk Arkadiankatu untill you reach the Museum of Natural Sciences at Pohjoinen
Rautatienkatu.
5. Walk Pohjoinen Rautatienkatu untill you come the crossing of Runeberginkatu (Hotel
Helka) and cross the traffic lights in front of you (over Runeberginkatu)
6. In front of you, you will see Navy Jerry’s (picture 1). Leppäsuonkatu is in the left side of
Navy Jerry’s.
7. Walk down the street untill you see the square and brown building in front of you (picture
2).
8. Go to the glass doors and press Gustavus Rex from the buzzers. Push the button and you
will get in.
From Kamppi: instructions are the same as from the railway station from point 6 onwards.
1. Go up from the metro in the end of Kamppi square (not the mall), turn right from the
escalators and walk outside to bus platforms.
2. In front of you (from right to left), you will see McDonalds, K-Market and the traffic circle.
3. Cross the traffic cirle and you will be in the front of Kampin pippuri (A kebab place).
4. Start walking Runebergintie towards Töölö (past UFF).
5. Cross Pohjoinen Rautatienkatu.
6. In front of you, you will see Navy Jerry’s (picture 1). Leppäsuonkatu is in the left side of
Navy Jerry’s.
7. Walk down the street untill you see the square and brown buolding in front of you (picture
2).
8. Go to the glass doors and find Gustavus Rex from the buzzers. Push the button and you
will get in.
MAP (red from railway station, green from Kamppi)

picture 1 (Navy Jerry’s)

picture 2 (Domus Gaudium, Gustavus Rexi’s house)

Link to Google Maps instructions from the railways station :
https://www.google.fi/maps/dir/Rautatieasema,+Kaivokatu/Lepp%C3%A4suonkatu+11,+0010
1+Helsinki/@60.1710216,24.9229105,15z/data=!4m19!4m18!1m10!1m1!1s0x46920a336c0a
6a7b:0x66e2935debcad74d!2m2!1d24.9414204!2d60.1713018!3m4!1m2!1d24.9393552!2d6
0.1706477!3s0x46920bcce4261689:0x29a7d0d6195cef3d!1m5!1m1!1s0x46920a3684d24cf7
:0x20eb40ae3dbcf36a!2m2!1d24.9218733!2d60.1693334!3e2
Link to Google Maps instructions from Kamppi:
https://www.google.fi/maps/dir/60.1687014,24.9298089/Lepp%C3%A4suonkatu+11,+00101+
Helsinki/@60.1685899,24.928842,18z/data=!4m9!4m8!1m0!1m5!1m1!1s0x46920a3684d24c
f7:0x20eb40ae3dbcf36a!2m2!1d24.9218733!2d60.1693334!3e2

